The ever-increasing computation cost of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) makes it imperative for real-world applications to accelerate the key steps especially the inference. In this work, we propose an efficient yet general scheme called Sparse Prediction Layer (SPL) which can predict and skip the trivial elements in the CNN layer. Pruned weights are used to predict the locations of maximum values in max-pooling kernels and those of positive values before Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs). Thereafter, the precise values of these predicted important elements are calculated selectively and the complete outputs are restored from them. Our experiments on ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) 2012 show that SPL can reduce 68.3%, 58.6% and 59.5% Floating-point Operations (FLOPs) on AlexNet, VGG-16 and ResNet-50, respectively, within an accuracy loss of less than 1% without retraining. The proposed SPL scheme can further accelerate these networks pruned by other pruning-based methods, such as a FLOP reduction of 50.2% on the ResNet-50 which has been pruned by Channel Pruning (CP) before being applied with SPLs. A special matrix multiplication called Sparse Result Matrix Multiplication (SRMM) is proposed to support the implementation of SPL, and its acceleration effect is in line with expectations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional neural network (CNN) [1] has significantly advanced the Artificial Intelligence (AI) capability in various fields in the past few years, including computer vision, robotics, security, biomedicine, healthcare, etc. The networks are getting deeper and bigger to achieve better performance, at the cost of a much larger parameter size with numerous multiplication-accumulation operations. The emerging applications such as autonomous vehicles and anomaly detection are asking for real-time processing. In such a scenario, the devices with limited computing resource cannot bear high computation cost of large neural networks. Some research works, such as [2] , has investigated the redundancy in the deep neural network, which provides the theoretical support for accelerating CNN.
Many efforts have been made to reduce the computation cost of CNNs without losing performance. One of the widely used approaches is the network pruning, which is to prune The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Danilo Pelusi . trivial parameters of networks and use retraining to recover accuracy. Recently, network pruning has become one of the main methods to accelerate CNNs. Network pruning utilizes the redundancy of weights.
The redundancy exists not only in the weights but also in the outputs. For example, the non-maximum values in max-pooling kernels will not go to the next layer. In other words, the calculation of those non-maximum values in maxpooling kernels is redundant. Based on this idea, we propose an efficient and general network acceleration scheme, Sparse Prediction Layer (SPL). Our method is mainly divided into two stages: Firstly, a sparse convolution operation is used to predict the locations of the important elements, including the maximum values in max-pooling kernels and the positive values before ReLUs. Secondly, these important elements are calculated precisely. The computation cost of the inference is greatly reduced because the precise calculation of the trivial elements is skipped.
In terms of decreasing computation cost, pruning-based methods take advantage of the sparsity in weights, but our method utilizes the sparsity of outputs. Therefore, SPL VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ achieves acceleration in a different way from pruning. It can avoid some disadvantages of pruning-based methods and also can be used as a complement to them. The experiments show that without retraining, our method already outperforms the state-of-art methods. For example, SPL reduces the inference's Floating-point Operations (FLOPs) of ResNet-50 by 59.5% within a top-1 accuracy loss of only 0.97%. Moreover, the inference's FLOPs are further halved when deploying SPLs on the networks pruned by other methods.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We introduce SPL, a CNN acceleration method. When applying the method, the network can maintain its structure, which means there is no difference between the network with SPLs and the original network. Thus, SPL can be applied to off-the-shelf models. (2) We show that SPL can be deployed on CNN models conveniently without a time-consuming retraining procedure. (3) We show that SPL not only lowers the computation cost of original networks significantly but also further reduces the FLOPs of the networks pruned by other acceleration methods. (4) We propose a special convolution operation called sparse result convolution to support the implementation of SPL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces some related works of CNN acceleration. Section III presents the hypothesis and method of the SPL scheme. The performance of our proposed method is compared with other approaches in Section IV. The special convolution operation, sparse result convolution, is proposed in Section V. Section VI concludes.
II. RELATED WORK
Many researchers have claimed that deep convolutional neural networks suffered from heavy parameter redundancy. A simple and straightforward acceleration method is the network pruning, which zeroes the low-value parameters in weights and makes the weight matrix sparse.
Early research works, such as Optimal Brain Damage [3] and Optimal Brain Surgeon [4] , pruned unimportant weights based on the second-order derivative information. As for recent research works, Han et al. [5] pruned unimportant weights according to their magnitude, which reduced the size of network models remarkably with no loss of accuracy. Different from being zero forever, some weights were recovered after being pruned dynamically in [6] , in case that important weights were discarded by mistake.
Some other methods removed unimportant filters or channels instead of elements. Li et al. [7] proposed to prune some filters in each layer according to their magnitude. Hu et al. [8] chose to prune filters with high Average Percentage of Zero (APoZ), which could measure the activation rate of each filter. Luo et al. [9] pruned redundant filters with the greedy strategy to find filters having a small impact on the accuracy if pruned. This method followed with the reconstruction of each layer's outputs by linear combination. He et al. [10] proposed Channel Pruning (CP) selected important filters by lasso regression and then used them to reconstruct the complete weights. Zhuang et al. [11] proposed Discrimination-aware Channel Pruning (DCP), in which the additional discrimination-aware losses were introduced into the network to find intermediate layers and then select the most discriminative channels from each layer by a greedy algorithm. Yu et al. [12] proposed a pruning method in a different way: They took into account the effect of error propagation in the entire network instead of in two consecutive layers or an individual layer. The proposed Neuron Importance Score Propagation (NISP) propagated the importance scores of final responses to each neuron and served as an indicator of pruning.
Instead of focusing on the redundancy of weights, some other researchers utilized the redundancy of outputs: the calculation of outputs was skipped with statical or dynamical masks. Inspired by the loop perforation technique from source code optimization, Figurnov et al. [13] speeded up CNNs by skipping outputs calculation in some of the spatial locations with statical masks. Gao et al. [14] proposed Feature Boosting and Suppression (FBS) to accelerate CNNs by dynamically skipping unimportant channels of inputs and outputs. In [15] , an additional low-cost collaborative layer (LCCL) was added to predict the locations of zero neurons after ReLUs. The calculation of those predicted neurons was skipped.
Besides, all the methods above have to incorporate retraining to recover accuracy after pruning or to obtain the desired sparse structure of weights. Retraining is a timeconsuming process which often needs dozens or even hundreds of epochs.
III. SPARSE PREDICTION LAYER A. HYPOTHESIS
According to [5] , pruning without retraining impacts accuracy significantly, because pruning causes information loss of weights and retraining can help weights re-learn information. So, we assume that the location information of the convolution outputs is still maintained after pruning (without retraining). Next, examples are used to explain the detailed content and the role of this hypothesis.
It is obvious that the outputs of a certain layer obtained by sparse weights are different from those by complete weights. For example, outputs of a CNN layer obtained by the complete weights are O c = 1 2 3 4 (the subscript ''c'' denotes ''complete''), and the outputs obtained by sparse weights are O p = 5 6 7 8 (in this paper, the outputs obtained by sparse weights are regarded as being obtained by prediction, so the subscript ''p'' denotes ''predicted'').
Although O c and O p are different, the indices of maximum values of them are both (1, 1) (the index of element starts from 0). In other words, the maintained location information is the location of maximum elements.
If the hypothesis was true, the sparse weights can be used to predict the locations of maximum values in max-pooling kernels, and then these important elements are calculated precisely (the non-maximum values in max-pooling kernels are not necessary to be calculated precisely because they will not go to next layer). The prediction of the maximum values in max-pooling kernels is called max-pooling prediction in this paper.
Similarly, this hypothesis can be used in another case. For If the hypothesis was true, the sparse weights can be used to predict locations of the positive values before ReLUs, and then these important elements are calculated precisely (the non-positive values before ReLUs are not necessary to be calculated precisely because they will become zeros with ReLUs). The prediction of the positive values before ReLUs is called ReLU prediction in this paper.
The experiments in Section IV-C and Section IV-D show that though the sparsity ratios of weights are high, the final classification accuracy loss is very low (around 1%). This result means SPL can predict the locations accurately, which prove the above hypothesis.
B. METHOD
As mentioned in Section I, our method consists of two stages: the prediction and the calculation of important elements. More detailedly, they can be divided into four phases: the pruning phase, the location prediction phase, the important element value calculation phase and the output restoration phase. The diagram is shown in Fig. 1: 1. Pruning phase The first phase is to prune the complete weights to obtain the sparse weights with the method mentioned in [5] . In this paper, pruning is equivalent to sparsification.
Location prediction phase
After pruning, the predicted outputs O p are obtained by sparse weights through sparse convolution operation [16] . According to the above hypothesis, the location information of maximum values in max-pooling kernels or the location information of positive values before ReLUs is included in O p , so either max-pooling operations or ReLUs can be applied to O p to obtain the indices instead of the values of elements. In this case, the indices of all the positive values are recorded for the next phase. This process is called prediction because these indices are regarded as being predicted.
Important element value calculation phase
The complete weights are split into two parts, the sparse weights and the remaining weights, in the pruning phase. The outputs obtained by the remaining weights are called remaining outputs O r (the subscript ''r'' means ''remaining''). In this phase, firstly the partial remaining outputs O r (the prime is to distinguish the partial outputs from the entire outputs) are calculated selectively by the sparse result convolution based on the predicted locations. Then, the important elements with precise values O c , which are also the partial complete outputs, are obtained by adding O r and the partial predicted outputs O p .
Output restoration phase
The final phase is to restore the complete outputs O c from the important elements O c .
C. ANALYSIS ON ACCELERATION PERFORMANCE
In this paper, FLOPs are used as the measurement of computation cost. According to [17] , the FLOPs of an ordinary CNN layer with complete weights are formulated as follows:
where the subscript ''complete'' means the weights are complete instead of sparse. The shape of the outputs is H out × W out ×C out and the shape of filters is k 2 ×C in ×C out . W out and H out are the width and height of the outputs, respectively. C in and C out represent the channel number of inputs and outputs, respectively. k denotes the kernel size of the filter.
For simplicity, the biases are ignored in our discussion and the addition is also ignored because the computational cost of multiplication is much greater than the addition. So, the FLOPs of an ordinary CNN layer with complete weights should be:
For the networks listed in this paper, the proportion of the fully-connected layers' FLOPs in the entire network is so low that it can be ignored, thus the FLOPs of the fully-connected layer are not discussed here.
In this paper, r w (the subscript ''w'' denotes ''weights'') denotes the sparsity ratio (the proportion of zero elements) of weights and r o (the subscript ''o'' denotes ''outputs'') denotes the sparsity ratio of outputs.
In our proposed scheme, each convolutional layer can be divided into the prediction stage and the important element calculation stage. For the first stage, only partial weights are used to calculate the outputs, so the FLOPs of the first stage are H out ×W out ×C out ×k 2 ×C in ×(1−r w ). As for the second stage, partial weights are used to calculate partial outputs, so the FLOPs of the first stage are
. For a convolutional layer with SPL, its FLOPs can be written as follows:
The FLOP reduction ratio r SPL,complete F (the subscript ''F'' denotes ''FLOPs'', the superscript ''SPL,complete'' means this symbol describes the FLOP reduction ratio between FLOP SPL and FLOP complete ) is used to measure the acceleration performance of SPL in this paper, which is defined as follows:
D. SPARSITY RATIO SEARCH
For every layer, a weight sparsity ratio should be determined to maximize the total FLOP reduction ratio of the entire network with an acceptable accuracy loss. The sparsity ratio search can be formalized as an optimization problem:
where A is the acceptable accuracy of the model applied with SPLs and L is the total number of layers. r i denotes the sparsity ratio of the ith layer. The function N (·) denotes a pre-trained network model. The value of N (r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r L−1 ) is the classification accuracy of the network, whose 0th,1st,. . . ,(L − 1)th layers are applied with SPLs and their sparsity ratios are set to r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r L−1 , respectively (the layer whose sparsity ratio is 0 is not applied with SPL). Generally speaking, r i can be any decimal between 0 and 1, but for simplicity, r i is limited to a series of n numbers, Algorithm 1 Sparsity Ratio Search Input: A pre-trained network N (·) with L layers. Output: Eligible sparsity ratios r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r L−1 .
if N (r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r i , . . . , r L−1 ) ≥ A then break end if end for end for such as 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9 or smaller granularity. With the constraint r i ∈ {p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n−1 | p is a decimal ∈ (0, 1)}, the optimization problem in (5) is transformed to a combinatorial optimization problem. The best combination of the sparsity ratios should be derived from n L answers, which can be considered as an NP-hard problem. For this problem, it is almost impossible to obtain its globally optimal solution, so a greedy-strategy-based algorithm is proposed to obtain its locally optimal solution, which is described detailedly in Algorithm 1.
layer_index_list is a list of indices of all convolutional layers in a specific order. To search for eligible sparsity ratios, the layer search order should be determined firstly, which is discussed in detail in Subsection IV-D.
The algorithm searches each layer in the order of layer_index_list. In the search process of a layer, p_list is determined (usually 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9) firstly, then the sparsity ratio of this layer is set to the largest element in p_list (such as 0.9), finally the accuracy is checked to see if it meets the requirement (i.e., A). The sparsity ratio search for the next layer will perform if the requirement is met, otherwise the sparsity ratio of this layer will be set to the second largest element of p_list (such as 0.8), and the above process will repeat until the eligible sparsity ratio is found. If there is no eligible sparsity ratio in the p_list, the sparsity ratio of this layer will be set to 0, that is, the layer will not be applied with SPL. The above process will repeat until all layers are searched.
E. RELU PREDICTION FOR RESIDUAL BLOCK
The prediction of zero locations of single branch networks like AlexNet [18] has been discussed in Subsection III-B. However, the concept in Subsection III-B cannot be directly applied to the networks with residual blocks like ResNets [19] .
Given a typical residual block of ResNets shown in Fig. 2  (left) , the inputs enter into two branches. In this case, three convolutional layers with the kernel size of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 1 × 1 make up the residual branch and a convolutional layer with the kernel size of 1 × 1 makes up the shortcut branch. As shown in Fig. 2, conv1 and conv2 are followed by the ReLUs directly. However, the ReLUs of conv3 and shortcut are behind the addition operation. As described in Subsection III-B, SPLs are applied to conv1 and conv2 to predict the zero locations based on their respective outputs. But SPLs are applied to conv3 and shortcut in a different way where the zero locations are predicted by the addition of the outputs of two branches.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATASET ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition (ILSVRC) 2012 [20] is one of the widely used datasets to evaluate algorithms for object detection and image classification, and the classification task contains 1,281,167 images in the training set and 50,000 images in the validation set.
2) PRE-TRAINED MODELS
Our proposed method is validated in several well known neural networks: AlexNet [18] , VGG-16 [21] and ResNets [19] . TensorFlow [22] is used to conduct all experiments. Unfortunately, some pre-trained network models, AlexNet, ResNet-18 and ResNet-34, are not included in the official model zoo of TensorFlow. Therefore, the weights of these networks are extracted from the pre-trained models of PyTorch [23] .
3) METRICS
Most related works used different implements of the same network, thus the accuracy of the network could be slightly different in different papers. Therefore, the accuracy loss (the accuracy difference between the model with SPLs and the original model) is used as a metric. The FLOP reduction ratio is another metric to measure performance.
B. PREDICTION TYPE
In this subsection, an experiment is conducted to compare the performance between the ReLU prediction and the max-pooling prediction. In the state-of-art deep convolutional neural networks, ReLU is widely used as the activation function. However, not all ReLUs are followed by max-pooling layers. Therefore, for those layers not followed by a max-pooling layer, only the ReLU prediction can be applied. But for those layers followed by a max-pooling layer, either the ReLU prediction or the max-pooling prediction can be used to reduce the inference's FLOPs. The efficiency of these two prediction methods should be evaluated before applying them to the entire network.
Like the previous subsection, AlexNet, whose every single layer is applied with SPL, is used in this experiment. Table 1 tabulates the comparison results of three convolutional layers, which can be applied with the ReLU prediction or the maxpooling prediction. Data in the table is the accuracy loss when SPL is applied on the single layer with the sparsity ratios of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. For example, if SPL is applied on the first layer (conv1) of AlexNet with sparsity ratio 0.5 and other layers remain unchanged, the final accuracy will be 0.16% lower than the original accuracy. The results show that the performance of the max-pooling prediction is much better than that of the ReLU prediction when the layer is followed by a max-pooling layer. Therefore, the convolutional layer followed by a max-pooling layer should be applied with the max-pooling prediction instead of the ReLU prediction.
The SPL can predict the maximum values in max-pooling kernels, in a similar way, it can also predict the minimum values in min-pooling kernels. So, the SPL can be applied not only to the convolutional layers followed by a max-pooling layer but also to the convolutional layers followed by a minpooling layer. As for the convolutional layers followed by an average-pooling layer, the SPL does not work. But it does not matter because the average-pooling layers account for a small proportion of a network (generally speaking, the averagepooling layer is the last layer of a network and is used to replace the fully-connected layer).
C. APPLICATION ON THE SINGLE LAYER
In this subsection, SPL is applied to every single layer of VGG-16 to explore its influence on the network's accuracy.
In this paper, susceptibility is used to describe the extent to which a layer's sparsification affects the accuracy of the entire network. This concept is qualitative instead of quantitative. For a certain network, layers with low susceptibility are less sensitive to pruning, which means its sparsity ratio can be higher, and vice versa.
The results in Fig. 3 are obtained by using the prediction strategy in Subsection IV-B, which describe each layer's susceptibility. When the sparsity ratio is high (more than 0.9), lines of layers with low susceptibility remain in the upper part of the figure, while lines of layers with high susceptibility fall to the lower part of the figure. As expected, the accuracy decreases when the sparsity ratio rises. The susceptibility of each layer is obtained from this experiment by measuring the accuracy downtrend. Susceptibility can be used as a guidance of the sparsity ratio search in Subsection IV-D.
D. APPLICATION ON ENTIRE MODELS
To make a trade-off between the accuracy and the FLOP reduction ratio, we propose four schemes with different orders to apply Algorithm 1: layer order scheme (LOS), reversed layer order scheme (RLOS), FLOPs descending order scheme (FDOS) and susceptibility ascending order scheme (SAOS). LOS and RLOS are two naive sparsity ratio search schemes just for comparison. LOS searches from shallower ones to deeper ones while RLOS searches from deeper ones to shallower ones. In FDOS, sparsity ratios of layers with more FLOPs are searched firstly while sparsity ratios of layers with higher susceptibility are searched firstly in SAOS.
VGG-16 is used in this experiment. According to Algorithm 1, only one layer's sparsity ratio is changed in each step. Meanwhile, the overall FLOP reduction ratio and accuracy are calculated to demonstrate whether the current network achieves the objective accuracy.
FDOS gives priority to the layers with more FLOPs, which makes the entire network achieve a higher FLOP reduction ratio. However, if some layers with more FLOPs are sensitive to pruning, FDOS may cause higher accuracy loss when applying SPLs on these layers and thus affect the sparsity ratio search in the remaining layers. As shown in Fig. 4 , SAOS starts the sparsity ratio search from layers with lower susceptibility. This scheme ensures that pruning on the layer with higher susceptibility would not affect the other layers. Fig. 4(a) shows that SAOS finally achieves a higher accuracy with fewer steps. The process of sparsity ratio search in Fig. 4(b) indicates that SAOS also achieves the highest FLOP reduction ratio compared to the other three schemes. SAOS can apply SPLs to a pre-trained network model in less time, with higher accuracy and higher FLOP reduction ratio. Table 2 shows the FLOP reduction ratios and the top-1 accuracy loss of our method and other related works. As shown in the table, our method does not achieve the best on VGG-16 (our method achieves FLOP reduction ratio of 58.6% while CP achieves 80.0%), but it achieves the highest FLOP reduction ratio among all other networks with similar or even less accuracy loss: 68.3%, 53.4%, 49.2% and 59.5% on AlexNet, ResNets-18, ResNet-34 and ResNet-50 TABLE 2. FLOP reduction ratios and top-1 accuracy loss of our method and other related works. r F is the FLOP reduction ratio between the complete model and the model accelerated by the associated method. Accu. is the top-1 accuracy loss between the complete model and the model accelerated by the associated method. The highlighted values are the best result of each column. within an accuracy loss of 0.93%, 2.33%, 0.91% and 0.97%, respectively. For comparison, the loss of accuracy is controlled at around 1%. Moreover, the accuracy loss can be higher to achieve a higher FLOP reduction ratio. To compare with FBS on ResNet-18, an extra result of FLOP reduction ratio of 53.4% within an accuracy loss of 2.33% is added to Table 2 . Within a higher accuracy loss of 2.54%, FBS achieves a lower FLOP reduction ratio of 49.5%.
The ordinary pruning-based method is to reduce the redundancy in weights, and it has advantages on some models with higher redundancy, such as VGG-16, because their redundancy is mainly in weights. For compact models, such as ResNets, their weight redundancy is not high, so the SPL, a method utilizing the redundancy of outputs, can achieve a much higher FLOP reduction ratio. This feature is also presented in the next subsection.
All the listed related works need dozens or even hundreds of epochs of retraining to recover accuracy or to obtain the desired sparse structure of weights or outputs, while our method can be free from this complicated process.
To apply SPLs to a pre-trained network model, firstly SPL should be applied to every single convolutional layer to draw a figure like Fig. 3 , which could help figure out the order of sensitivity across all layers (i.e., layer_order_list). Then, with this order, SAOS can be used to search for the sparsity ratio of each layer through Algorithm 1.
E. APPLICATION ON PRUNED MODELS
As is said in Section I, SPL can be used as a complement to pruning-based methods for its different ideas of utilizing the sparsity of outputs. This subsection shows some results of the acceleration of pruned models. VOLUME 8, 2020 For some excellent pruning-based works, they may soon reach the limit of network pruning. To further enhance the performance, combining pruning with SPL is a good choice.
To conduct the experiment, we used three Caffe models from their authors' Github page. These pruned models are treated as ordinary network models: they are applied with SPLs like other ordinary networks.
As shown in Table 3 , under the premise that CP and ThiNet have pruned the networks a lot, the FLOPs can be further reduced by around 50%: 51.4% on ThiNet-pruned VGG-16, 49.5% on CP-pruned VGG-16 and 50.2% on CP-pruned ResNet-50.
V. SPARSE RESULT CONVOLUTION
The first stage of our proposed scheme, the pruning phase and the prediction phase, is just a sparse convolution operation. Many researchers focus on how to utilize the sparse structure of weights efficiently, such as [16] , which unfolded the zero-padded filters to a sparse matrix and solved this sparsematrix-dense-vector multiplication with the method proposed in [24] . The second stage of our proposed scheme, the important element calculation phase and the output restoration phase, has a problem that how to selectively calculate the important elements efficiently when their indices are known. This problem is solved by the sparse result convolution proposed in this paper, which is a special convolution operation that can calculate the specific elements of outputs selectively.
Generally speaking, the convolution operation can be treated as the matrix multiplication with im2col [25] , which can rearrange inputs blocks into columns. Fig. 6 presents an example of the im2col operation. For simplicity, the nonlinearity and sub-sampling are omitted. The inputs are three 3 × 3 input features and the outputs are two 2 × 2 output features. Each element of the outputs is the sum of convolutional results between the inputs and their associated kernels.
Similarly, the sparse result convolution can be treated as the Sparse Result Matrix Multiplication (SRMM). In the SRMM, the result matrix of matrix multiplication is sparse, and its sparse pattern (the location of zero) is known. Theoretically, the acceleration ratio of SRMM depends on the sparsity ratio of the result matrix.
To explain the implementation scheme of SRMM detailedly, the scheme of General Matrix Multiplication (GEMM) implementation should be described firstly. (the subscript ''a'' denotes ''acceleration'', the superscript ''practical'' means that it is the practical acceleration ratio instead of the theoretical one) is the practical acceleration ratio of SRMM's run time to GEMM's run time. r theoretical a (the superscript ''theoretical'' means that it is the theoretical acceleration ratio) is obtained by 1 1−ro .
In the matrix multiplication, data I/O is often the bottleneck of computing speed. To avoid this problem, frequently accessed data should be cached. Because of the limited size of the cache, only partial matrix can be cached. A typical implementation [26] of the matrix multiplication is that firstly the matrix is divided into several sub-matrices, so that the sub-matrices are small enough to be cached. Then the submatrices are further divided into smaller sub-sub-matrices to fit the kernel function. Finally, the sub-sub-matrices are calculated with the kernel function. The kernel function is the core of GEMM, which is also the matrix multiplication, but its scale is smaller. The kernel matrix multiplication A (4,K ) × B (K ,4) = C (4, 4) is used as an example in this paper.
The kernel function in Fig. 5 is called the outer product method because it is a vector outer product operation in each inner loop. The advantage of this method is that the reuse rate of data is high, which means no data is read twice so that the arithmetic units can be utilized efficiently. The outer product method is a common method in GEMM. But it does not apply to our proposed scheme, because it calculates multiple elements of C at the same time, and cannot skip the calculation of some specific elements according to the sparse pattern.
A straightforward idea is shown in Fig. 5(b) , called the inner product method, which calculates every element of C separately (i.e., in different loops), so the calculation of some specific elements can be skipped according to the sparse pattern. Its data reuse rate is low, because the data of A and B may be read repeatedly for different elements. For example, all the columns of B need to be transferred from cache to registers when calculating C[0, :] while all the columns of B need to be transferred from cache to registers again when calculating C [1, :] . Accessing cache interrupts the calculation pipeline so that the arithmetic units cannot be utilized efficiently.
The method shown in Fig. 5(c) is a combination of the above two methods, called the local inner product method. In each inner loop, it calculates all the elements of C separately, so the calculation of some specific elements can be skipped. But this method does not face the problem of low data reuse rate, because all the needed vectors of each inner loop have been stored into registers before calculation, and they would not be used in all subsequent loops. All in all, this method has a high data reuse rate and the calculation of some specific elements can be skipped according to the sparse pattern.
Practical speed experiments are conducted on the Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 with a single thread, whose results are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that when r o is small enough, the theoretical acceleration ratios are close to the practical ones, which is in line with expectations. This is due to that the fewer the elements to be calculated are, the lower the ratio of computing time to cache accessing time is (it is necessary to access cache even though there is only one element needs be calculated).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient yet general CNN acceleration architecture has been proposed. This method reduces the inference's FLOPs by skipping calculation of some trivial elements, including the non-maximum values in maxpooling kernels and the non-positive values in ReLUs, whose locations are predicted by the pruned weights. To apply SPLs on a pre-trained model, it is necessary to obtain the susceptibility of every layer by a series of simple experiments. Then the eligible sparsity ratios are searched by a greedy-strategy-based algorithm. Compared to other acceleration methods, deploying on off-the-shelf models without complicated retraining process is an advantage of our method.
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